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ABSTRACT
Summary: In prokaryotes, the σ54 promoters are unique regulatory
elements and have attracted much attention because they are in
charge of the transcription of carbon and nitrogen-related genes and
participate in numerous ancillary processes and environmental responses. All findings on σ54 promoters are favorable for a better
understanding of their regulatory mechanisms in gene transcription
and an accurate discovery of genes missed by the wet experimental
evidences. In order to provide an up-to-date, interactive and extensible database for σ54 promoter, a free and easy accessed database
called Pro54DB (σ54 promoter database) was built to collect information of σ54 promoter. In the current version, it has stored 210 experimental-confirmed σ54 promoters with 297 regulated genes in 43
species manually extracted from 133 publications, which is helpful
for researchers in fields of bioinformatics and molecular biology.
Availability and Implementation: Pro54DB is freely available on
the web at http://lin.uestc.edu.cn/database/pro54db with all major
browsers supported.
Contact: Wei Chen: greatchen@ncst.edu.cn,
Hao Lin: hlin@uestc.edu.cn

gen fixation (Kustu 1989), arginine catabolism (Gardan, 1995),
alginate biosynthesis (Zielinski 1992), flagella assembly (Arora,
1997), and the like. Therefore, the knowledge of σ54 promoters is
of great significance to understand the mechanism of gene transcription and to establish the network of gene expression. In recent
years, with multiple approaches being employed to identify σ54
promoters (Bonocora, et al., 2015; Lin, et al., 2014), the construction of related database providing relevant knowledge is very important.
Although several special databases already exist for prokaryotic
promoters, such as DBTBS (Sierro, 2008) and RegulonDB (GamaCastro, et al., 2016), seldom do they specially devote to collecting
and analyzing the σ54 promoters comprehensively. To fill this gap,
we built Pro54DB (http://lin.uestc.edu.cn/database/pro54db),
which is supposed to facilitate the identification of σ54 promoters
and assist with further study in biology sciences.
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INTRODUCTION

The initiation of transcription is the most important stage in the
regulation of gene expression determined by promoters. In prokaryotes, the σ factor of RNA holoenzyme plays key roles in recognizing and binding to the promoter sequences during gene transcription(Barrios, 1999). Thus, the types of prokaryotic promoters
are defined according to the types of σ factor. Among the known
seven types of σ factors, namely σ70, σ54, σ38, σ32, σ28, σ24 and σ19,
the σ54 factor can recognize the unique regulatory elements with
the consensus sequence TGC[AT][TA] around -12bp and
[CT]TGGCA[CT][GA] around -24bp upstream of the transcription
start site (TSS). By affecting the start site and time of gene transcription in cells, σ54 promoters are responsible for a series of ancillary processes and environmental responsive procedures
(Bernardo, 2009), including the expression of chemotaxis transducers, assembly of motility organs (Wigneshweraraj 2008), nitro-
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METHODS
Data collection and organization

Query was made with the unquoted words “sigma54 promoter” or
“σ54 promoter” against all fields of PubMed indexed literatures
published before Aug 31, 2016. The search hit 657 targets, each of
which was then processed according to the following standards: (i)
only the papers with promoter sequences were reserved; (ii) the
papers without experimentally confirmed TSS were excluded. As a
result, 133 published papers with available full text were obtained.
The flowchart of the construction of Pro54DB is depicted in Fig.
1A. The information of experimentally confirmed σ54 promoter,
such as sequences, names, genes, species and TSS positions were
extracted manually from the articles mentioned above. The promoter sequences were mapped into their genomes using BLAST
program with default parameters. The gene product and position
are mainly extracted from Uniprot and GenBank.

2.2

Database implementation

The MySQL relational database management system is used to
store and manage the data. At the backend, four main tables and
one joint table are created. Most table names and field names are
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self-evident. Also, the meanings of fields in detail are attached to
the end of each data file. The core table is named as ‘Main-set’,
which conjoins the other three ‘Promoter’, ‘Gene’ and ‘Species’.
As the fourth ‘Product’ is only related to ‘Gene’, it is excluded in
‘Main-set’ but displayed along with gene search. Meanwhile,
Pro54DB is designed to hyperlink several major external databases
such as NCBI, Uniprot, DBTBS and RegulonDB. All component
interfaces are coded in HTML/CSS. At the frontend, each entry of
the Pro54DB has three tables ‘promoter’, ‘gene’ and ‘species’
corresponding to those at the backend for users to browse (Fig.
1C).

3

RESULTS

The database has stored 210 σ54 promoters with 297 regulated
genes as well as their products across 43 different species. The
main page has ten buttons ‘Home’, ‘Browse’, ‘search’, ‘BLAST’,
‘Utilities’, ‘Statistics’, ‘Download’, ‘Links’, ‘References’ and
‘Help’. All the entries included can be explored by pressing the
‘Browse’ button, where unfolds a pull-down menu offering three
options ‘Promoter’, ‘Gene’ and ‘Species’. Users may achieve the
information by clicking corresponding option. In the ‘Search’ page,
typing a keyword will return three columns of entries with hyperlinks for the details of specific promoter(s) or gene(s) (Fig. 1 C). A
BLAST program based on BALSTN 2.2.28+ is also provided for
aligning query sequences in FASTA format against σ54 promoters
present in Pro54DB database. Based on a published tool named
iPro54-PseKNC (Lin, et al., 2014), we also embed the tool in the
page of ‘Utilities’ to implement promoter prediction. To keep up to
date and interactive, data uploads are encouraged through the
‘Submit’ channel. All data about σ54 promoters are packaged with
three formats (xml, csv and txt) in the ‘Download’ page for batch
downloading. The ‘Statistics’ page (Fig. 1 B) presents a basic statistical analysis of σ54 promoters in the Pro54DB. The ‘Links’ page
contains a list of external web resources. The 133 published references have been listed in “References” page. For the convenience
of users, a tutorial is provided in the ‘Help’ page to help users to
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Pro54DB is a conformable database covering abundant experimentally validated information of σ54 promoters, including promoter
sequences, TSS, regulated genes, species, products, related references and brief descriptions, etc. We operated on the principle of
gathering and assembling information used for σ54 promoter prediction and making it free for non-commercial projects. The
maintenance and revision of Pro54DB database will keep on going
with a cycle of half. New σ54 promoters being reported will be
incorporated continually to comprise more essential experiments
and species, as well as more detailed information about each item
inPro54DB.
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Fig. 1. The flow chart and visual process of Pro54DB. (A) The
database comprises versatile information of σ54 promoters, including promoter name, gene ID, species, sequence, reference, TSS
position, etc. (B) The pie graph indicates the data distribution
across 43 species. (C) The content of Main-set in the ‘Browse’
page.

obtain the desired results. The Pro54DB is freely available at
http://lin.uestc.edu.cn/database/pro54db

